
EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN COUNCIL
Council Offices East Court College Lane East Grinstead RH19 3LT Tel: (01342) 323636

Fax: (01342) 327823 website: towncouncil.eastgrinstead.gov.uk

1st March 2018
A meeting of the AMENITIES & TOURISM COMMITTEE is to be held in the Council 
Chamber, East Court on THURSDAY 8th March 2018 at 7pm. A report to supplement the 
agenda is available on the Council website. 
Mrs J W Holden,
Town Clerk.

Members of the Amenities & Tourism Committee: Cllrs Peacock (Chairman), Mrs Mainstone(Vice 
Chairman) Mrs Belsey, Dabell, Favor, Mockford, Osborne, Sweatman and Wyan. Mayor & Deputy 
Mayor

AGENDA
1 Public Participation. The public are welcome to ask a question of the Committee on matters 

that are within the Committee’s remit. The question should not be a statement nor in several 
parts and it would be appreciated to be kept short, to maximise the time for other questions, 
there is no right of reply.   The chairman will call the question from those who are indicating 
that they wish to speak.

To commence not later than 15 minutes after opening item 1.
2 Apologies for absence. 

3 Declarations of interest 

4 To approve the Minutes of the meetings held 7th December 2017 and 18th January 2018

5 Chairman’s Announcements
The Chairman will give brief updates on items not included in the agenda 

6 Town Promotions Report (Min 204 07.12.17)
Mrs Spalding’s report is enclosed 

7 Estates and Community Services Report (Min 205 07.12.17)
Mrs Merricks report is enclosed

8 Burial Services (Min 206 07.12.17)
Miss Jones report is enclosed with an update on Queens Road Cemetery 

9 Delegated Decisions (Min 207 07.12.17)
If there are any to note they will be in the report 

10 Christmas Lights 2018 (Min 209 07.12.17)
To approve the recommendation following the recent tendering exercise

11 Jubilee Water Fountain
To hear a suggested option to bring this back in to use   

12 Wayfinding proposal for station to statue
To hear a proposal for helping visitors to find main attractions in the town. 

13 Upcoming Events 
An update on known events including East Court Live, Armed Forces Day, the Mid Sussex 
Marathon and a proposal for the Royal Wedding.     

14 Town Promotion Strategy
A draft strategy has been prepared for this team and is enclosed for comment or adoption.

15 Fees and Charges  - request for a free meeting room (Min 208 07.12.17) 

16 Any other urgent business for noting
The next meeting of the Committee will be 14th May 2018 as part of the annual town council   
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EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN COUNCIL

To: The Chairman and Members of the Amenities & Tourism Committee (08.03.18)
(Other distribution for information only).

AGENDA ITEM 6: TOWN PROMOTION REPORT (Min 204 07.12.17)

Town Promotions Manager Mrs Spalding has provided the below report:
These are three months of the year when most of our work is concerned with setting things 
up for the coming season. 
Enquiries at the tourist desk remains steady and all additional work carried out by the team 
is performed whilst servicing these enquiries. This can be challenging at times. 
Discovering East Grinstead 
Our major tourism publication is the annual ‘Welcome to East Grinstead’ which is distributed 
throughout the South East and designed and printed locally. All photographs and text is 
provided by Town Promotions. This year the major images chosen to feature on the front 
cover are the High Street, the McIndoe Statue and the floral themed High street flower beds. 
The leaflet is now available at the Tourist Information desk. It is disappointing to note that the 
Bluebell Railway did not take out an advert this year. The Ashdown Forest Tourism 
Association report the same with absence from their maps. 
FEast Grinstead 
The Italian Market Italia in Piazza has ceased trading and will no longer be part of FEast 
Grinstead. The decision has been taken to bring forward the aim of only show casing local 
food and drink and invitations are being extended. The venue is now under review after a 
disappointing footfall for 2017 and Chequer Mead has been approached and a quote 
obtained for hiring two rehearsal rooms and the pavilion. Pitch fees would cover the cost of 
the hire. There are many advantages to choosing this venue. Although only marginally, it is 
closer into the town, parking is available opposite and would therefore negate the need for 
manned barriers, caretaking is provided as part of hire charge, there are catering facilities on 
site and the caf� has been keen to work in partnership with this event from the outset. The 
theatre has suggested they would have a family film to follow which would encourage more 
visitors to stay. The date has not been confirmed with Chequer Mead and has been 
pencilled in with both the theatre and East Court, however a confirmation of venue will be 
made by second week in March. A meeting with the Wine merchants will be arranged in the 
coming weeks to discuss the new format planned. There will no longer be an entrance fee as 
it is felt that the wine ‘tasting’ did not offer as much of an enhanced experience, over and 
above the rest of the market as would be expected. The wine and food will be amalgamated 
this year as a trail. The aim will be to have a ‘street food’ element to be sited in the garden. 
Artwork 
The project to install artwork at the mainline rail station in East Grinstead has been 
completed. The 3m x 1.5m ‘Welcome to East Grinstead’ sign featuring photographs of the 
High Street flower beds, a medieval building and the McIndoe statue was installed in 
January and now greatly enhances the interior of the station. It is hoped this will encourage 
further visits into the town to discover other attractions on offer. 
Posters for Town Mayor 
East Court Live 
Bookings are complete for the 2018 series. All events are a mixture of music styles with no 
themed days this year. Surveys will be taken once again to gauge the popularity. 
Press & Media 
Editorial written for Intouch, Sussex Living and the gazette 
Editorial and photographs for Landor Travel ‘Discover Britain’ website 
Text and photographs for ‘The Line Guide’ The Community rail partnership guide. 
On- going updates to websites and daily social media engagement. 
Meetings attended 
Kingscote Valley 
Shopping Promotions Committee AGM and Meeting 
Experience Mid Sussex
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AGENDA ITEM 7: ESTATES AND COMMUNITY SERVICES REPORT (Min 205 07.12.17)

Mrs Merricks, Estate Manager, has prepared the following report:

Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – East Court Mansion
Fire Escape – As good practice every five years the external fire escape should undergo a 
structural survey. A structural engineer inspected the metal staircase and was approached 
and reported no faults.
Vandalism – Following damage to the roof tiles and flat roof, steel fabricators have been 
approached for options to improve the fire escape security. Due to the changes, Emily Wade 
from Mid Sussex District Council will be approached to ask if listing buildings consent is 
required once the design has been received.  
Flooring – The monthly building safety checks highlighted damage to one of the oak floor 
boards in the Main hall which was rectified by the handyman.
Security – As previously reported a review of the security at East Court is being undertaken. 
Three quotations have been received and equipment specification obtained. Planning 
permission requirements are being sought from Mid Sussex District Council’s planning 
department. Two of the companies who quoted were approached for a site demonstration of 
the proposed cameras. Following a request from the Public Services committee, Mid Sussex 
District Council were approached to see if the proposed cameras around East Court could 
be included as a sub part of the CCTV contract. The quotation for the installation of the 14 
cameras, was in the region of �100,000 with an annual rental �1,550 per year. As an 
unviable option it was not pursued further. 
Broken Window – As previously reported one of the ground floor leaded windows was 
reported broken by our tenant. A second leaded window on the first floor was subsequently 
reported broken; repairs are still which has was reported to a specialist glazing contractor 
and repairs will be undertaken early March. A third broken window in the tearoom has been 
replaced by a local glazing company.
Door Retainers – Three replacement smart sound door retainers have been fitted in the 
Main Hall. The next generation door retainers prevent music constantly closing the doors. 
External Taps – The external taps have been turned off during the freezing weather.

Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – The Meridian Hall
Block Paving – As part of the winter maintenance, works to relay the uneven block paving 
in the rear courtyard have been completed. 
Disable Access Gates – Two quotations have finally been received but as the works 
included are not comparable revised specifications have sent to the contractors and 
amended quotations sought. 
Dishwasher – Following three previously call outs for faults to the Meridian Hall dishwasher 
in the last six months the latest fault resulted in the decision to replace the unit. The electric 
works to upgrade to the required three-phase electric power has been completed and the 
new unit fitted.
Taps – Following a report that one of the taps in first floor ladies’ toilets was faulty and 
needed replacing, our electrician was contacted to investigate the possibility of upgrading to 
sensor taps. These are far more hygienic than push taps as require no touching, meaning 
they are far less likely to become contaminated and have the added benefit of reduced water 
consumption.
Flooring – Over the Christmas / New Year break maintenance works to the Meridian Hall 
flooring was undertaken by a flooring contractor. Works included minor maintenance, 
scrubbing and the application of two coats of sealant.
Cold-Water Storage – As part of the ongoing improvements to managing legionella, the last 
of the cold-water storage tanks has been removed as stagnant water favours legionella 
growth. The hot water cylinder has been replaced with a pressurised system, the unvented 
hot water cylinder is fed directly from the cold-water feed and the toilet wash basin taps fitted 
with thermostatic mixing valves. 
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Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – The Old Court House
Display Energy Certificate – As the ground floor area of the Old Court House is 
approximately 720 square meters a 10 yearly Display Energy Certificate is required along 
with an advisory report. Floor plans and 12 months of utility bills have been forwarded and 
an inspection date is awaited..
Window – All Kids reported a latch broken on one of the ground floor windows. Our 
handyman has secured the window whilst a replacement is obtained.
CT Sussex – East Grinstead Town Council have very kindly allowed Ct Sussex / Bluebird to 
park four Vehicles for a number of years at the old Court House which allows Ct Sussex to 
continue to supply transport to the local members of the Community. They have advised that 
the Parking Bays outside the old Court House are very faded and as the Town Council have 
no plans to repaint the parking bays in the future asked if they could repaint the four parking 
bays marked for CTS Sussex. Agreement of the bays to be allocated has been made and Ct 
Sussex along with confirmation that the drivers will park their cars in the allocated bays only. 

Health and Safety
Safety Mats – Four replacement non-slip mats have been purchased the Main Hall which 
has a high footfall.  
Legionella – Water samples have been taken. The TVC counts were all within specifications 
and suggested good water quality.
Legionella Risk Assessment – An updated risk assessment has been undertaken by an 
accredited water treatment contractor and the report is awaited.
Fire Evacuation – East Court Evacuation took place on 28 December.
Display Energy Certificates – The 2018 certificate for the East Court Mansion has been 
received and displayed as required.
COSHH – The data safety sheets and risk assessments have been updated by our 
handyman. An additional chemical safety cabinet was purchased for the workshop along 
with necessary safety signs. 
Fuel Risk Assessment – A fuel handling policy and risk assessment is currently being 
undertaken.
Pressure System Test –The annual inspection of the pressure systems in East Court and 
the Old Court House reported that the safety valves should be replaced every 3 – 5 years 
and be tested annually. Our heating engineer replaced the three safety valves and fitted 
isolation valves for future ease of maintenance.
Defibrillator – We were approached by a local contractor to advice that the defibrillators in 
East Grinstead are not registered with HeartSafe, although they are all registered with 
SECAMB. Advice was sought, and Steve Morris explained there are a number of defibrillator 
companies that claim to have a detailed UK wide map of Defibrillators and all are 
unfortunately lacking.  There is no independent UK wide database of defibrillator locations. 
The defibrillator at East Court, the only one owned by the Town Council has been added to 
the HeartSafe website. 

Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – Play Park
Equal Opportunities – A DDA risk assessment was undertaken for the playpark. The 
playground is well above average for its accessibility and variety of accessible equipment. 
There were however, some improvements which could be made.

 Infant Area – Unsatisfactory as the path is worn and muddy and there is a slope 
which together may prove difficult for a push or wheelchair user. Recommendation –
that the path be extended

 Play Equipment – Recommendation – One or two play panels situated at the side of 
a path would be a relatively modest cost. They could give games, sensory,
manipulation opportunities and be easily accessible.

 Parking – Cars can draw up close to the playground. Recommendation – there 
should be at least 1 designated car parking space close to the entrance.

Inclusive Orbit – Pictures have been sent to the contractor highlighting two faults on the 
Inclusive Orbit which was only installed 14th December 2015. The roundabout has begun to 
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make a graunching and may need servicing and unacceptable levels of ware on the rubber 
mulch flooring. A date for an engineer to inspect is awaited.
Combination Goal & Basketball Net – Pictures were forwarded to the blacksmith 
highlighting a fault with the loose spacers on the back panel. 
Benches – Renovation works to the playpark benches is now complete.
Safety Surfacing – The annual safety inspection report advised that the Junior Swings 
safety surfacing fails to meet the requirement of the relevant standard. It is currently 8m x 
5.8m. Two quotations were sought and a date for the works is awaited, this has been 
delayed due to the inclement weather.
Signage – Additional signage has been erected in the playpark. The side gate now has the 
same signage as the front gate and rear gate reads ‘Access for the multi-use games area 
only.
Play Park Inspection Training – The outdoor services along with the handyman, Estates 
Manager and Compliance Offer attended a Play Park Safety Inspection Training. Weekly 
visual inspections and monthly safety inspections of the Town Councils play equipment is 
undertaken.

Repairs, Renewals and Maintenance – Garden/Grounds/Toilets
Grounds Maintenance – As part of the winter terrace maintenance programme, barriers 
have been erected where the grass has been worn away, become either water logged or 
slippery. Signage encouraging users to follow the footpaths has been in the main very 
successful.
Railings – Following the reposition of the safety railings by the Meridian hall, two additional 
panels have been ordered and the safety posts fitted.  Two ‘Sudden Drop’ warning safety 
signs will be fitted by our handyman.
Terrace Wall – As previously reported the top sections of the lower terrace wall became 
dislodged. Delayed repairs due to the weather have been completed along with the 
replacement of the tiling along the wall. 
Drainage – Works are now complete and the channel drainage has been extended to run 
along the whole length of the lower terrace path as surface water was failing to drain which 
when frozen was leaving the surface very slippery. The ground works for the second French 
drain installed on the lower terrace was undertaken by the outdoor services team and the 
drainage installed by our contractor.
Jenny & her Volunteers – Work continues where access is available.
Trees – The application to Mid Sussex District Council for going tree maintenance on the 
estate was approved and works will be undertaken throughout the year as recommended by 
our tree surgeon. 
Reinforcing Mesh – The grass from the war memorial to the lower terrace had been worn 
due to high footfall. Reinforcing mesh and turf was successfully laid by the outdoor services 
team to permanently reinforce the area, preventing the area from becoming muddy and 
slippery. When the weather permits the reinforcing mesh will be extended down to Mid 
Sussex District Council’s path immediately below the lower terrace wall. A meeting was held 
with David Terry from Mid Sussex District Council highlighting the worsening condition of the 
terraces since the footpath was laid. To assist with alleviating the damage, a request was 
made to have a gap cut into the hedge allowing alternative access up to the drive. 
Fencing – The outdoor services team replaced the three rotten fence posts along the top of 
the drive.
Retaining Wall – Work on the lower retaining wall by the Millennium stone has commenced. 
The ground works to remove the hedge dry stone wall are being undertaken by the outdoor 
services team with the help of the gardener.
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AMENITIES AND TOURISM - REPAIRS, RENEWALS AND MAINTENANCE 
EXPENDITURE 

Cycle – December 2017 – February 2018 Excluding VAT

East Court Amount �
Fire Escape Structural Survey 400.00

Window – Tea Room 63.83

Door Retainers 330.00

Safety Matting 477.56

Legionella Risk Assessment 900.00

Replaced Safety Valves and Isolation Valve 1831.73

Total East Court 4,003.12

Meridian Hall Amount �
Block Paving 440.00

Sealant Flooring 1,250.00

Hot-water tank, removal of cold water taken & TMV 1332.00

Total Meridian Hall 3,022.00

Old Court House Amount �
Water Boiler 145.00

Court Room light fittings 410.00

Total Old Court House 555.00

Grounds / Play Park / East Court Toilets / Workshop Amount �
Chemical Safety Cabinet and signage 340.95

Signage 135.00

Railings 850.00

Terrace Wall Pillar 275.00

Drainage 1,568.00

Training 650.00

Terrace Tiling 125.00

Total Grounds 3,943.95

Total Expenditure This Cycle 11,524.07

Tenancies and Hirings
Disability Access East Grinstead Area – Tenants of the Wagg Room, East Court Mansion, 
have renewed their tenancy agreement with effect from 1st April. Following a meeting with 
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the Chairmen an agreement has been made to hold the rate for 2 years on the 
understanding that there will be rate will be increased in 2020.
East Grinstead Model Railway Club – Have signed their tenancy agreement for a further 3 
years. Rent continues to increase annual by RPI.
Contender Charlie – Tenants of Ground Floor Office 2, East Court Mansion, have renewed 
their tenancy due 1 April. Following advice from the letting agent there has been no increase 
in the rent. 
Val Baxendine – Regular hirer of the Meridian hall, gave notice and her final yoga session 
will be  6 July, and after reaching the grand age of 80 felt it was time to retire.  

Details of income received for 2017/2018 financial year until 31.01.2018 is given below on 
an individual cost centre basis. 

Cost Centre Act 
Income 
YTD

Budget
YTD

Var. Var % Act 
YTD
16/17

Var. Var % Forecast 
2017/2018

Budget 
2017/18

� � � % � � % � �

Meridian 
Hall 64,729 62,900 1,829 2.9 59,472 5,257 8.8 71,729 72,000

East Court 
Mansion 65,195 55,600 9,595 17.3 58,015 7,180 12.4 73,195 65,800

Old Court 
House 44,079 38,300 5,779 15.1 39,638 4,441 11.2 51,079 46,300
Total Income 
Receipts 174,003 156,800 17,203 11.00 157,125 16,878 10.7 196,003 184,100

Christmas Lights Donation 6,797
Adjusted Income 202,800

Bookings and Functions Administrator – Sarah Kane gave notice and her last day is 2 
March. We would like to thank her for her hard work in successfully promoting East Court 
and wish her well. To assist with the handover Alice Burrows is receiving training two days a 
week prior to her start date 12 March.
Outdoor Services and Cemetery Foreman – Graham Woodward, the successful applicant 
accepted the position of Foreman and has settled in well.
Outdoor Services Assistant – Stuart Watson joined the outdoor services team on 14 
March, attending the playpark inspection training and Brush Cutter training course. Further 
training is being arranged in preparation for busy summer months.

Town Enhancements
Floral Display – This year’s High Street flowerbeds are dedicated to marking the centenary 
of the end of the First World War, commemorations and celebrations. The East Grinstead 
and District Lions Club who have been serving the people of East Grinstead for 50 years, 
depicting their logo with blue and yellow planting to compliment. John Mason Neale born 
1818, the Warden at Sackville College for 20 years, depicting Good King Wenceslas, one of 
the many well-known Christmas carol he wrote. In 2018 sees the RAF marking the 100th

anniversary of the founding of the Royal Air Force with the bed depicting the iconic red, 
white and blue trails. In 1918 fighting in World War I came to an end following the signing of 
an armistice between the Allies and Germany that called for ceasefire on the 11th hour of the 
11th day of the 11th month. The beds predict a field of poppies that have both been made 
with the assistance of volunteers including the Scouts, Cubs, Brownies and Guides and 
donated by the East Grinstead Royal British Legion. The winter planting for two beds either 
side of the War Memorial as depicted by the Royal British Legion will remain as a field of 
poppies to honour who served, sacrificed, and changed our world. The two Royal British 
Legion, Silent Soldiers sponsored by the Town Council are currently displayed either side of 
the War Memorial.  
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Hanging Baskets – The Town Council continues to receive a positive response from the 
business community with the hanging basket orders. Order forms for the hanging baskets 
were distributed by the Community Liaisons Officer to local businesses in town and 
responses have been positive. Three invitations to quote for the planting of the hanging 
baskets have been sent. 
The existing hanging baskets brackets have been safety checked. This has highlighted 
significant damage to one of the planter posts in Railway Approach which is no longer able 
safely support any baskets. The damaged pole will be removed by the outdoor services and 
is unlikely to be replaced as it has been previously been damaged and required 
maintenance. 
Japanese Cherry – The Japanese Cherry tree on the High Street flowerbed which had been 
in decline for months has been replaced and planted by West Sussex County Council 
Officers. 
Gateway Signs – The four gateway signs have been removed following a safety inspection 
highlighting the poor condition of the wooden posts. Permission is being sought from West 
Sussex County Council highways to reposition the gateway sign on the A22 to the correct 
position. New planters have been ordered to form the base of the gateway signs and the 
signs are currently with the blacksmith for fabrication of replacement metal posts.

Public Seats
The outdoor services team have focused on deep-cleaning the benches in the Town Centre 
and East Court. The benches around the War Memorial are undergoing extensive 
renovations by our handyman and are being removed one at a time. 

Street lighting Columns
The annual structural integrity test has been carried out on the light columns in the High 
Street and London Road for both the festive lighting and civic planting.  However, due to 
changing requirement, SSE Third Party Attachments have advised; to comply with the 
licence conditions all brackets must have a suitable neoprene rubber gasket fitted between 
the street lighting column and the bracket. Due to the required height of the brackets a Chery 
Picker has been booked and works to remove the sixty-one brackets and fit the neoprene 
insert will be undertaken by the outdoor services team.    

King Street Public Toilets
CCTV Cameras – As previously reported visible surveillance monitoring is proposed to deter 
further incidents of graffiti and damage. Quotes are currently being obtained. 
Floor Tiles – The damaged floor tiles in both the disabled toilet and Mother and Baby toilet 
have been replaced.
Electrics – Following a report of no electricity, our electrician found the cause to be the 
ladies toilet Wallgate hand wash unit. The toilets were closed for 4 days whilst an engineer 
attended.  
Light Fitting – Our electrical contractor replaced the light fitting in the ladies toilet. 
Gents hand wash unit – Following a report that the hand wash unit was not working our 
handyman attended and found the fault to be a missing fuse.
Ladies Toilet – The weekly checking of toilets highlighted a fault with one of the ladies 
toilets. Our electrician inspected and reported that the Dual Flush IR Sensor needed 
replacing. This was ordered and at the time of writing this report is awaiting our electrician to 
fit.

Partnership Agreements 
The outdoor services team continues to deliver the work required under the terms of our 
current partnership agreement with West Sussex District Council and Mid Sussex District 
Council.
Weed Spraying – In preparation for the first round of weed spraying of the year, the outdoor 
team has been making the necessary preparations:  testing the equipment, ordering the 
pesticide, safety checking the tractor and planning a works schedule. Ideally weed spraying 
commencing in March however this is weather dependant. 
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MSDC – Following the duties under the SLA partnership agreement for the repair and 
renewal of street name plate’s contract; the Outside Services Team installed 2 street name 
plates in December, January and February.  
Graffiti and Fly Posting – The outside services team removed 8 incidents of graffiti, a total 
of 19 square meters and collected a total of 43 pieces of flyposting. 
Winter Weather – Following an afternoon of snowfall in December the outdoor services 
team successfully gritted the agreed routes. Requests for additional salt bins were made but 
as previously agreed by the Amenities and Tourism Committee were declined. A second salt 
bin audit was undertaken and the 10 salt bins at half capacity and the 2 salt bins at a quarter 
capacity topped back up. At the time of writing this report further snowfall has been 
forecasted. 
Partnership Agreement – The West Sussex County Council partnership agreement is due 
for renewal on 1 July 2018. Officers have made an approached and are awaiting a response.

Other Works
Leaf clearing was undertaken by the Outdoor Services team carrying out works in Mt Noddy 
Cemetery, St Swithuns churchyard, Turners Hill Recreational Ground, Queens Road
Cemetery, McIndoe Statue, East Court and the roundabouts around town.  The yearly 
inspection of twittens was carried out with the team cutting back overgrowth and undertaking 
clearance work where required. 
Training – The outdoor services team attended a play park safety inspection training course 
and Stuart Watson attended the Brush Cutter course. 

Outside Services Expenditure 
excluding VAT

December - March

Neoprene �127.50
Cherry Picker �550.00
Planter �714.00 
Tree Works �225.00
Training �155.00
Lighting Columns structural test �1220.00
Graffitti Removal �199.50
Mother & Baby Toilet Flooring �216.00
Disabled Toilet Flooring �985.00
Dual Flush Sensor �91.69
Street Signs �85.60

AGENDA ITEM 8: BURIAL SERVICES – INFORMATION AND PERFORMANCE 
REPORT (Min 206 07.12.18)

Miss Jones, Cemetery Services Officer, has prepared the following report:-
Staffing - Handover from Mr Carr has progressed well with introduction to local Funeral 
Directors largely completed in addition to refreshing the existing paper based filing system to 
one that is more computer based. 
Updating procedures - In order to increase resilience in this area of the Town Council, the 
handbook for the Cemeteries role has been uploaded to the shared system along with a 
spread sheet of current burials / interments making this accessible to peers should the CCO 
be absent. The previous process of writing the burials or interments on the respective white 
boards of the CCO and Outdoor Services Team will continue however, the addition of a 
computer based list will secure greater continuity in the event that East Court is inaccessible. 
Further to this, copies of the large maps for Mount Noddy have also now been professionally 
scanned and saved to computer. 
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Interments - The new Garden of Remembrance plots have already received enquiries –
following a visual inspection of the new plots, consideration is being given to the benefit of 
marking the interment plots with a small unobtrusive number tag tacked onto the boarder to 
assist the Outdoor Services Team and CCO. 
Staff Training - The new Cemetery and Compliance Officer (CCO) is due to attend a 
training course for Training: Cemeteries & Compliance on 27th of February and the cemetery 
booking / record keeping software (RBS) in Swindon on March 17th 2018. In the meantime 
work is continuing with transferring records of deeds onto computer. 
Work is underway in scanning the existing cemetery application forms onto the shared drive 
in addition to assessing the viability of linking these forms (and others relating to EGTC 
services) on the Town Council Website. There is an undertaking from the new Cemeteries 
Officer to raise greater awareness around the availability of space for plaques on the 
memorial wall at Mount Noddy.
General Maintenance - The outdoor services team have dedicated time to carrying out 
winter maintenance at Mount Noddy where there is now a notable improvement in the 
appearance of the grounds. As discussed at the last quarterly meeting, the wild flower area 
has been removed and normal grass cutting and strimming of Sections 1C and 3C has been 
resumed. 

Mount Noddy Cemetery Dec.16 Jan.17 Feb.17
Number of Earth Burials 0 / (1) 2 / (6) 3 / (1) 
Number of Interments of 
Cremated Remains

3 / (1) 1 / (0) 1 / (5)

Number of Memorial 
Applications Processed

1 / (3) 2 / (2) 1 / (2)

Number of Memorial Wall 
Plaques Sold

0 / (0) 1 / (0) 0 / (0)

Miss Jones has also asked to research implementation of a friends of the cemetery scheme 
to raise funds and a volunteer base for the continued upkeep of both the Town Cemeteries. 
In the first instance we need to join the national federation of cemetery friends(NFCF) and 
then see what interest there is locally for this to be put in place.  An application to join the 
NCFC has been submitted in the first instance and the cost will be �14.20.     
Committee are asked to agree that a friends of the cemetery scheme be progressed  

Queens Road Cemetery
The Badger Survey has been completed and the Ecology officer has visited with the Town 
Clerk and Estates Manager to view the live sets. He has indicated that exclusion from some 
sets may be the best option to preserve the integrity of existing grave sites. He has opened 
discussion with Natural England to progress this before formulating a project proposal which 
will then be discussed further as to how it can be implemented and the costs met. The work 
would not be able to be actioned before July and the Council will need to make the funding 
applications.  A further report is awaited to outline the steps and the timeline, which will be 
discussed with the Chairman and Vice Chairman if a delegated decision is necessary.   

AGENDA ITEM 9: Delegated Decisions

There have been no delegated decisions that are not reported with the bodies of the report 
or fall to other committees.    

AGENDA ITEM 10: Christmas Lights 2018 (Min 209 07.12.18)

Following the recent tendering exercise the Working group met to discuss the different 
schemes and tenders put forward. There were two tenderers.  The Working party 
determined that the schemes were very different in design and price, they determined a
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design that they wanted with some amendments and asked both to requote with their best 
price on this final design. At this stage one of the tenderers pulled out and the other 
retendered at a lower price.  Festive Lighting tendering at �100,950.65 for the five years 
(�20,190.13 per year) is just over the annual budget of �20,000, however a proposed 
additional donation* would allow this to be accommodated and therefore is the
recommended tenderer.  The scheme is included at Appendix A. The Scheme includes 
features in trees, three distinct zones in High St, London Road and Railway Approach, more 
lights than have been shown before. 
* The Former Christmas Lights Committee (external) have advised that they have a 5k 
surplus that could be donated to the total of the contract. It is intended to offer the 4 cross 
streets for London Road which equate to �1000 per year for the five year contract to this 
donation       
Committee are asked to approve that the contract for the Christmas lights for 2018 –
2022 inclusive be let to Festive Lighting

AGENDA ITEM 11: Jubilee Water Fountain

It is noted that the Government are proposing that the reduce the use of plastic water 
bottles, public drinking water should be encouraged in towns across the UK.  It has been 
raised again that the East Grinstead Queen Victoria Golden Jubilee of 1887, drinking 
fountain in the High Street could contribute to this government objective.  Bringing the 
fountain back in to use would be a laudable scheme. However it has been mooted before 
and has been discarded as South East Water have advised that the pipes that connect the 
fountain to the water supply being Victorian are probably made of lead.  It is important that 
we establish the composition of the pipes and if they need replacing what distances would 
be required to do so.  Additionally we need to consider what other works are needed to 
modernise the fountain to allow the public to access the drinking water. 
The provision of public drinking water is one that comes with significant risks to health and it 
will be required that regular tests are carried out to ensure that the waterflow remains 
healthy. This and a regular maintenance schedule will not make this a cheap option for the 
Council to bring back in to use and maintain, however if It is felt to be a positive move to 
reduce recycling and use of plastics it should be considered. 
At this stage a survey to establish what is necessary needs to be carried out with South East 
Water, this survey will cost �325.00.  An anonymous donor has offered the cost of this to the 
Council for the survey to be undertaken to then allow the project to be costed and 
considered.  The Donor understands that the survey being carried out will not compel the 
Council to continue with the project if it is too costly, but it would allow a full discussion as to 
the costs to bring it back in to use with some surety rather than the guesswork which is all 
that can be made until the pavement is lifted and the works examined.  Following the survey 
a full report would have to come back to this Committee.   
Committee are asked to determine whether the survey should be commissioned            

AGENDA ITEM 12: Wayfinding proposal for station to statue 

It has been an aspiration in the Neighbourhood plan to introduce a formal "way finding route"
between the station and the statue.  There are many options to do this from old fashioned 
finger posts to fully digitalised moving signs, from simple direction signs to information signs 
with maps (like the city of London use), which could include historical information,  QR 
Codes links to our website etc.   
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digital signs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOFCKqGnMlY&feature=youtu.be

The more simple the solution the cheaper they will be,  we do need to bear in mind that the 
route station to statue takes in the conservation area of the high street so a mix of style may 
also be appropriate. 
The budget has allocation in the Neighbourhood Plan for implementation therefore the 
committee are asked to give officers a steer on the type of signs that are favoured to allow a 
project to be costed and brought back to committee for agreement and implementation. The 
scheme could cost in the region of �20,000 for a basic scheme depending on the style 
chosen and number needed. 
Committees instructions are requested   

AGENDA ITEM 13: Upcoming Events 

East Court Live 
East Court Live is well and truly underway for 2018,  three events (first Sundays in June July 
and August are filling up with 4 artists on each day). High Gain entertainments are once 
again providing the sound and bar with the split profit deal. 
Artists are ranging from 60-80s cover bands, local bands, up and coming original artists, 
local school and dance academies and choirs.   
First Aid and portable toilets are being arranged for the days and Meridian FM are being 
asked to compere. 
Councillors are again asked to volunteer to help on the days with set up / breakdown/ litter 
collection and general security.

Armed Forces Day
The AFD Committee is arranging a bigger event this year as it is the 100th anniversary of the 
RAF and also the 100th anniversary of the end of WW1. The Council by way of delegated 
decisions have agreed to support the event by bringing in an interactive army encampment 
to demonstrate the conditions of the war.  There will be people in costume to talk about the 
army in WW1.  In addition a WW1 bi-lane has been secured as an exhibit which will be a the 
front of the building as an attraction.  The displays inside the hall will include the Museum
and explanations of the formation of RAF.   This is hoped to be a major attraction and bring 
many more people to the day to see the exhibits, engage with AFD and learn about the end 
of the war and the evolving changes in war including weapons and tactics. Councillors are 
encouraged to attend the day on Saturday 30th June.  The total contribution from the council 
to the event is �6000, being funded in part from the Councils WW1 commemoration fund
and Summer Events Budget, while a significant amount of money is understood by the 
Armed Forces Committee that it is enhanced for this year only as part of East Grinstead 
Town Councils raising the profile of the end of the War.  AFD are applying for other funds 
and Sponsorship for the static displays is being sought, to offset the Council contribution.

Mid Sussex Marathon 
The Marathon is due to be held over the Mayday bank holiday weekend 5th-7th May, the first 
leg is East Grinstead, second Haywards Heath and third Burgess Hill.  Sir Nicholas Soames 
MP and Richard Leman (Team GB Olympic Hockey medallist 1984&1988).  The Town 
Mayor will as usual start the main race and assist with medals and prizes to the finishers 
along with Chairman of the District Council Bruce Forbes.
Councillors are asked to assist with stewarding on the day if they are able (please advise 
Dawn Spalding or the Town Clerk).   Both officers will be in attendance at the East Grinstead 
leg with the gazebo and coffee for the dignitaries.  The Clerk will also attend the Sunday and 
Monday events as a volunteer.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOFCKqGnMlY&feature=youtu.be
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Royal Wedding   
Oliver Tully has asked the Council to Joint host an event on Saturday 19th May where he will 
show the wedding live on a large screen.  He also wishes to have a bar, teas and food stalls 
present. He is keen to show a family movie with wedding theme after the wedding, and 
would like to have low key live music (solo acts) to supplement the afternoon plus a family 
friendly comedian and some family garden games. 
The Clerk has advised that as East Court Live starts two weeks later on 3rd June, she is not 
minded to have the format too similar to east court live and is not therefore asking that live 
music not be similar to ECL.  The Clerk has advised that the contribution from the Council 
could be the public liability insurance for the event, waiving any profit from bar and food 
pitches, no charge for the use of the building, electricity and terraces and a �500 contribution 
to the costs (met from the summer events budget), our contribution therefore in total being 
around �1,000.  
EGTC Staff would not be asked to attend the day (with exception of the Town Clerk as 
premises officer for the licenced events would need to confirm all safety procedures and a 
caretaker), no additional costs of first aid or additional toilets would be met by the Council. 
Oliver would be responsible for arranging and finding payment for these.  There would be no 
charge to attend the event for the public. The event would end by 5pm.   
Committee are asked whether they would 
1 - support an event 
2 - agree the terms as set out above, or vary them 
3- give any other ideas for the day or offers to help

A bid to Mid Sussex to support the summer events has been submitted to help with the costs 
and we are awaiting the results.  

AGENDA ITEM 14: Town Tourism Strategy 

Mrs Spalding has prepared a strategy for the Tourism side of the work carried out by her 
team.  It is a working document to indicate the areas of work that the team will concentrate 
upon over the next few years, to enhance the tourism attraction of East Grinstead.  It also 
includes the regular work such as the production and updating of leaflets. Committee are 
asked to approve or amend the strategy to steer this part of the Councils work to 
promote the town.  

Agenda item 15: Free use of rooms (Min 208 07.12.17)

A request has been received from East Grinstead and District Age UK, for free use of East 
Court to hold meetings when Swan Mead is otherwise in use for activities.
Committee are aware that other groups have been refused on the basis that we cannot allow 
all groups to meet here free of charge. If the Committee are minded to allow a free usage it 
is pertinent to advise that a grant is awarded to Age UK for their Christmas party (which is 
not held on East Court) and that other groups who have free usage are subject to a 
maximum number per year and the cancellation fee is payable if the meeting is not attended 
or cancelled at too short notice (in line with the regular hirers) on the basis that staffing will 
have been arranged to support the meeting in advance.  
Committee are asked whether to allow Age UK (EG&D) to be included in the free hirer 
list and if so what conditions to apply.    

Officer’s reports end


